UniSec
Typical units overview

Units with switch-disconnector

SDC  Incoming/outgoing
SDS  Coupler
SDM  Coupler with measure
SDD  Double switch-disconnector

Units with switch-disconnector and fuses

SFC  Outgoing
SFS  Coupler
SFV  Measure

Units with switch-disconnector and removable or withdrawable circuit-breaker

SBC  Incoming/outgoing
SBC-W  Incoming/outgoing
SBS  Coupler
SBS-W  Coupler
SBR  Reversed feeder
SBM  Coupler with measure

Unit with circuit-breaker and disconnector integrated

HBC  Incoming/outgoing

Other Units

DRC  Direct incoming/outgoing
DRS  Busbar riser
RLC/RRC  Cable riser

UMP  Universal metering
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